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The  Pioneer Publishing Company put efforts to help the internet education, student community to
search for scholarships in India to study after +2, High School education, Graduate program ,Post
Graudate Degree,

Phd, Doctoral Research program, Engineering Students Scholarship, Medical students scholarships
and MBA scholarship program which is available in India and abroad to sudy in India and abroad.

We collected all these information from various sources from digital media magazine media and
annoucement from institutions.

Most of the scholarships in India offered by Individual Tursts, Government of India and other Private
institutions to promote their courses and colleges. Some corporate companies are also offer
scholarships for indian

students to continue their heigher studies in India and abroad.

To get Scholarships in India from another way of getting loans from banks. The central Government
of India and Reserve Bank of India describe the loans. You may have more details on this by visiting
our website.

We found some of the trusts and companies offer interest free loans for educational purpose.

Talent Programs are also availalbe for Indian students. The awards may be in the form of cash and
100% educational fees. The awards may differ from program to program. To get this awards you
have to score as

per the request percentages during the time of courses. Many companies and trust offer awards for
top 10 rank holders. This will promote only compeition between talented students.

But it is not help to a poor students to study further. So as a publishing company we feel that the
more awards should turn to scholarships.

Fellowship program are offered by universities to exectue their research. Every year the
Government of India allocate a huge amount of fund for educational research. The colleges has to
claim through universities.

The awareness is very less. So lot of fellowship will be offered by every colleges and universities
every year. So watch care fully to get a chance to join fellowship program.

We also try to update the list of fellowship program from various sources.

The Government of India offer more scholarships for sc st students every year. Also it provide
scholarships to all poor students from school level to college level. This is not enough for the Indian
educational society.

So finally what we conclude is there is more way to have a quailty higher education by using
scholarships, awards, loans in India.
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The www.scholarships-in-india.com is regularly updating the news on scholarships for indian
students to study Professional courses , Science courses, in India and abroad.
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